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 Team hopping

Perhaps one of the most exciting sponsorship signings has been between Ben Cory and 
motocross goggle giants, Scott. The crew from C&R Imports (the Australian distributors for 
Scott goggles) had been wanting to enter the DH market for quite a while and finally have 
signed Ben Cory to fly the flag for them. Scott produce a truly epic range of goggles and 
we’re stoked to see them begin to focus their sights on DH. Ben Cory’s riding ability, style and 
speed need absolutely no introduction and we’re confident that this sponsorship deal will be a 
good one for everyone involved!  

Cillian has become the newest member of the Specialized Australia gravity team. Now in its 
second year the team has proven itself as one of the most potent and dominant forces on the 
National circuit. Riding a Specialized Demo II decked out with the finest SRAM hardware and 
rolling on Specialized rubber, Cillian has the tools to get the job done! 

Josh is on board an Intense with the Suspension Centre outfit.  Josh has already shown good 
speed on his new bikes. This was highlighted by his second place at the National 
Championships. Talking to Josh about his new bikes and how he’s fitting in with the team, it is 
clear he’s stoked right now!

Rhys took out the privateer award at our Underground Racing 2 event late last year and in 
doing so scored himself two massive sponsorship packages from Fox Suspension / Tekin 
and Shimano Australia. Rhys has long been one of our favourite riders, for his combination of 
insane speed and style as well as his laid back personality, so we were stoked to have played 
a small roll in him lining up these killer race deals for the new year. Greg Hamer and the crew 
from Fox Suspension decked Rhys’s bike out with a brand new set of Fox 40 forks and a DHX 
RC4 rear shock, both of which were then totally dialled in and race prepped by Ken down at 
Tekin. Whilst that was getting down Greg Chalberg and the crew from Shimano Australia 
completely decked his race bike out with the latest Saint components. Fox/Tekin and Shimano 
now sit alongside ForTheRiders as Rhys’s title sponsors. One of his first outings under his 
new sponsors was to the final National Round/Oceania Champs where he crushed the entire 
elite field to take the win. A sign of more things to come?  Hellz yes... 

Chris and Claire have created their own deal for 2011. Chris has been with Intense Cycles for 
10 years now (Claire herself has been with them for 4) and so when their team decided to part 
ways with Intense, Chris and Claire decided to part ways with their old team! A bloody good 
decision we here at [R]evo think too. Chris and Claire will be spreading their attention across 
an horizon of projects this coming year, including hosting riding clinics, coaching, building 
trails and of course, racing World Cups. The pair will be based between the Sunshine Coast in 
Queensland and Whistler, Canada. The Kovarik Racing sponsor list looks like this: Intense, 
Marzocchi, Nukeproof, Unit Clothing, Five Ten, Sram, Avid, Truvativ, For The Riders, Smith 
Optics, Nema, Braking, e13, THE, LD Designs, High Five, NS Dynamics, Evolution, Strand 
Training. Chris is on Schwalbe tyres and Claire is on Maxxis. Check out their website for more 
info: www.kovarikracing.com

Signing on the
dotted line
It’s been a busy few months with riders 
swapping sponsors like a game of musical 
chairs. Now that the music has stopped and 
the racing has begun, here’s a few crew that 
have managed to ink themselves killer deals 
for the new season and beyond... 

Cillo hoping for a Colgate sponsorship apparently //  TBS

Cory looking mean with his new ‘stez //  DAN DE WITTE

Rhys owning the shit out a berm up near Brissy //  STEVE HILLENBRAND

The Kovariks. 

JB. //  PETER KARAS


